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Validation of the AmpFlSTR@Identifiler@ Plus peR Amplification Kit from Applied

Biosystems

Validation Summary

Introduction

The AmpFlSTR® ldentifiler® Plus (lD Plus) PCR Amplification Kit from Applied Biosystems is

a multiplex DNA typing kit that amplifies the 13 core CODIS STR loci (D8S 1179, D21 SII,
D7S820, CSFIPO, O3S1358, THOI, D16S539, vWA, TPOX, D18S51, D5S818, and FGA), two
additional STR loci (D2S1338 and D19S433), and a sex detennining locus (Arnelogenin). These

are the same loci that the AmpFtSTR® Idcntifiler® kit amplifies and the primer sequences are

identical. The ID Plus kit has been optimized in an effort to overcome inhibition, increase
sensitivity, increase efficiency, and reduce artifacts. This is accomplished via optimization of the
master mix fonnulation, PCR cycling conditions, reduction in amplification time, cleaner
baselines, and improved balance within a locus and between loci.

The following validation experiments were designed to assess the perfonnance ofID Plus:
Baseline, Sensitivity, Stutter, Concordance, Peak Height, Stochastic, Mixture, Challenged
Samples, Increased Injection Time, Contamination Assessment, Reproducibility, and Precision.

Baseline Study

The baseline study established the detection threshold. Blanks and samples containing DNA
were amplified for both 28 and 29 cycles and capillary electrophoresis was performed on all
3130 instruments. The baseline noise was evaluated for each dye channel and for the entire
profile. For all sample types, amplification cycles, 3130 instruments, and dye channels the
baseline mean peak height + 10 standard deviations was less than 30 RFU. Therefore, 30 RFU
was determined to be an appropriate value to use as the detection threshold.

Spectral pull-up was observed when using a 30 RFU detection threshold. If spectral

inadequacies prove continually problematic it may be necessary to slightly increase the detection
threshold.

Sensitivity Study
The sensitivity study determined the limit of detection for complete profiles and optimal DNA
input range. Full DNA profiles were obtained down to -300 pg. Partial DNA profiles were
observed down to the minimal input tested (-50 pg). The optimal DNA input range is between
1.5 ng and 2.0 ng as profiles in this range demonstrated the most desirable peak heights and peak
height ratios.
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Stutler Study

The levels of n-4 stutter were evaluated for known samples amplified within the optimal DNA
input range. The mean stutter + 3 standard deviations was compared to the GMID-X marker
specific stutter filters. These values were comparable demonstrating that the GMID-X filters are
sufficient for filtering out the vast majority of stutter without being too high.

Stutter peaks may occasionally exceed the GMID-X filters. If this occurs and there is sufficient

indication that the peak truly is stutter the allele call may be manually edited.

Concordance Study

Known samples previously typed with the ldentifiler kit were re-analyzed with ID Plus. Twenty

known profiles were 100% concordant between the kits for a total of 584 concordant alleles.

Since the Identifiler and ID Plus kits utilize the same STR loci with the same primer sequences it
is expected that results obtained with both kits are fully concordant.

Peak Height Study

Samples amplified within the optimal DNA input range with ID Plus demonstrated good inter

and intra-locus balance. Robust samples can be expected to routinely generate peak height ratios
of greater than 80% with imbalance occasionally reaching as low as 60%. As expected, samples
amplified with DNA input amounts below this range will begin to show imbalance. As input
amounts approach the stochastic range peak height ratios of less than 30% may be observed.

Peak height balance between loci has been greatly improved with ID Plus compared to
Identifiler.

Stochastic Study

Known samples were amplified with 1.0 Plus using a low level of input DNA in an effort to
generate DNA profiles that straddle the 30 RFU detection threshold. Peak heights as tall as 177
RFU were observed at known heterozygous loci where one peak was detected and the sister
allele dropped below the 30 RFU detection threshold. When a single peak reaches above 200

RFU it can reliably be assumed that this represents a true homozygote. Below 200 RFU drop
out is a possibility. It is also possible that peaks in this range will have a sister allele that cannot
even be distinguished from the baseline noise, therefore, so-called "blips" are not always
expected to be visually detectable. Extreme peak height imbalance (observed as low as 21.3%)
is also possible for samples in this range.

Mixture Study
Robust and low level two, three, and four person mixtures were prepared in various ratios. The
goal was to re-create the mixture study previously performed with the Identifiler kit (see
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"Summary of the SDPD Mixture Study") with the addition of low level mixtures. The 200 RFU

stochastic threshold was verified to be appropriate for use with mixtures. The current guidelines
for Identifiler with regards to detennining whether or not a mixture is balanced and for

designating major/minor contributor alleles were shown to be appropriate for robust mixture data

obtained with ID Plus. When the tallest peak at a locus is less than 350 RFU these guidelines no

longer apply as extreme imbalance (less than 33%) can be observed at these levels.

The data also shows that an individual's percent contribution 10 a mixture can fluctuate to a small

degree across loci hut in general remains fairly consistent throughout the entire profile. Factors

such as stutter, stacking, and peak imbalance can complicate the detennination ofpercent

contribution to a mixture.

Challenged Samples Study

Challenging adjudicated casework and mock casework samples previously analyzed with the
Identifiler and MinifiJer kits were fe-analyzed with ill Plus. The 10 Plus results were typically

equal to or superior than the Identifiler kit with regards to quantity of genetic information

obtained and quality of the DNA profile. At least a panial profile was obtained from all samples

analyzed with ID Plus.

Increased lnjeclion Time Study

Samples in the stochastic range were re-injected with 7 and 10 second injection times in order to

increase the amount of signal detected. The average increases in peak heights were -1.35 and

1.83 times compared with that of the 5 second injection, respectively. These increases did not

appear to be locus dependent.

Increasing injection time showed that it is necessary to increase the stochastic threshold

proportionally. Stochastic thresholds 0£280 and 400 RFU are recommend for 7 and 10 second

injection times respectively. The data from this study shows that the detection threshold of 30

RFU does not need to be adjusted for increased injection times. In all instances peak heights

increased and the number of alleles detected either increased or remained the same (but never

decreased) when injection time was increased.

Contamination Assessment Study
o extraneous DNA was detected in any of the amplification blanks over the course of this

validation. One sample from the Stochastic Study had a single extra D A peak detected. No

other known samples had extraneous D A detected. The occurrence of this single peak is

sample specific and oot systemic.
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Contamination is not an inherent problem associated with the 10 Plus kit. QC of new kits and
amplification controls will serve as ongoing verification that contamination is not an issue with
to Plus.

Reproducibility Study

The 9947A positive control and many known samples were amplified multiple times over the
course of this validation. The results for these samples were always consistent between
amplifications. Therefore, D A typing results obtained using ID Plus have proven to be

reproducible.

Precision Study

Precision was assessed by examining the variability of the 250 base pair peak of the GSS500
internal size standard. The standard deviation of this peak for 62 samples was 0.0427 base pairs.
Although precision is more closely associated with the capillary electrophoresis instrument than
the D A typing kit this data confmns that ill Plus demonstrates acceptable levels of precision.

Conclusions

The AmpFISTR" Identifiler" Plus (ID Plus) peR Amplificatinn Kit frnm Applied Biosystems
has undergone extensive internal validation studies in accordance with the SWGDAM guidelines
and DAB requirements. The kit has been validated for 28 amplification cycles using manual set
up as well as automated set up on the Qiagen Universal. The kit is therefore approved for use in
DNA casework in the SDPD Forensic Biology Unit.
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SDPD Forensic Science Section - Forensic Biology Unit

Validation of the AmpFiSTR@ Identifiler@ Plus peR Amplification Kit from Applied

Biosystems

Baseline Study

Purpose

The goal of this study is to empirically determine the peak amplitude threshold that allows for
reliable interpretation of AmpFlSTR@ Identifiler® Plus PCR Amplification Kit (ID Plus) data.

Materials and Method'i

Sensitivity Study Samples
Two employee reference samples and the 9947A positive control were amplified at variable
input volumes along with corresponding blanks for both 28 and 29 cycles using ID Plus.
Capillary electrophoresis was performed on "3130B" and the resultant data was analyzed in
GMID-X with a detection threshold of 1 RFU. Alleles corresponding to the genotypes of known
contributors and the associated stutter peaks were ignored and the baseline was evaluated.

Instrument Comparison
Three TE amplification blanks were amplified for both 28 and 29 cycles using ID Plus.
Capillary electrophoresis was performed on "3l30A", "3130B", and "3l30C" and the resultant
data was analyzed in GMID-X with a detection threshold of 1 RFU. The baseline was evaluated.

Results and Discussion

Sensitivity Study Samples
Summary statistics were generated for the baseline of only the blanks as well as all samples at
both 28 and 29 cycles (Table 1). The data indicates that blanks have similar baseline levels as

samples containing DNA.

Tablr I: MUD puk hrigbts (RHJ) and standard dr"iation srparated by dyr channe! (red, ~rren, ydlow, red) and combined (whitt).

Page 1

Sensitivity
Study All
samples
(3130B)

28 CYCLES 29 CYCLES
Description

Mean 1M) Std. Dev. (SO) M+3SD M+10SD Mean (M) Std. Dev. (SO) M+3SD M+10SD

3.87 1.97 9.78 23.56 4.21 2.15 10.66 25.71

sensitivity 2... 119 6. 1 .17
Study Blanks 2.53 1.02 5.59 1.34

(3130B) 5.01 151 953 1.88
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Instrument Comparison
Summary statistics were generated for the baseline at both 28 and 29 cycles for each instrument
(Table 2). There is variability in the baseline between capillary electrophoresis instruments. The
baseline for "3130A" is lowest, followed by "3130B", and "3130C" has the highest baseline.
This trend corresponds to the sensitivity of the instruments as demonstrated in previous studies.

Tablf 2: Mfan peak height$ (RFU) and standard dfviatioD uparatfd by dyf chaDnd (rfd, grttn, ~'tJlow, rfd) aDd combinfd (whilt).

Description

Blanks (3130A)

Blanks (313OB)

Blanks (313OC)

29 CYCLES

Std. Oev. (SOl

::j:=t1.70::::::p;

... ,., .." ... ,.., ..,1
':~....~.

The mean baseline does demonstrate differences between dye channels (Figure 1). In all
instances the mean baseline increased down the electropherogram (6-FAM < VIC < NED <
PET).

I

1~~~ ..JllA.;~~1
l_ I

[
•
,;~~

J-'igurf I: BaSfJinf ofTE amplificalion blank al28 cydu on "3130.'\".
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There does not appear to be a clear trend in baseline differences for samples amplified at 28
cycles versus 29 cycles.

A comparison of the baseline noise from amplification blanks with Identifiler and ID Plus clearly
demonstrates that the ID Plus baseline is cleaner (Figures 2 and 3).
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Figurt 2: ldtntifiltr amplification blank. .'igurt J: Idtntililer Plus amplification blank.

Conclusions

The highest baseline mean peak height + lO standard deviations observed was 26.61 for the NED
dye channel using all of the "Sensitivity Study" samples amplified for 29 cycles. Based on the
observed means + lO standard deviations a peak amplitude threshold of 30 RFU is appropriate
for both 28 and 29 cycles and will be utilized in the ID Plus validation experiments.

An issue with this detection threshold was elucidated during analysis of the "Sensitivity Study"
samples at 30 RFU. On occasion the spectral calibration is insufficient to resolve the dyes at this
level resulting in "spectral pull-up" detected above 30 RFU (Figure 4). The occurrence of pull
up and the level at which it occurs was further examined (Figure 5 and Table 3). Green pulling
up into yellow was the main type of pull-up observed. Pull-up in the other dye channels was
much less common and occurred mainly when samples were overamplified. It is possible that

the pull-up is a result of an inadequate spectral calibration used during validation and may be
reduced with an improved spectral calibration. However, if an improved spectral calibration
does not resolve the issue it may be necessary to raise the detection threshold slightly in order to
compensate for spectral inadequacies.
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Figure 4: Pull-up JM"ak obscrvcd in grccn a140 RFU from 13 allclc at 08.
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Table 3: The level at which each type of pull-up occurred during validadon of ID Plus

Type Count Min Max Avg SO
B' 8 3050 8503 5658 2237
B 2 7923 8503 8213 410
BR 0 nfa nfa nfa nfa

B 2 1902 2464 2183 397
79 1112 3949 1956 634

R 14 2004 7879 3745 1758
B 0 nfa nfa nfa nfa

0 nfa nfa nfa nfa
R 1 1112 1112 1112 nfa

RB 1 2572 2572 2572 nfa
R 0 nfa nfa nfa nfa
R 9 2435 6078 3853 1622

Total 116 1112 8503 2685 1701
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SDPD Forensic Science Section - Forensic Biology Unit

Validation of the AmpFlSTR@Identifiler@ Plus peR Amplification Kit from Applied

Biosystems

Sensitivity Study

Purpose

The goal of this study is to detennine the detection limit and optimal DNA input range of the
AmpFlSTRoo Identifiler®Plus peR Amplification Kit (ID Plus).

Materials and Methods

Two employee reference samples and the 9947A positive control were amplified at variable
input volumes for both 28 and 29 cycles using ill Plus. Capillary electrophoresis was perfonned
on "3130B" and the resultant data was analyzed in GMID-X with a detection threshold of 30

RFU.

Results and Discussion

At 28 and 29 cycles full DNA profiles were obtained down to -330 pg for 48-RL and -340 pg
for 61-KM based on the Quantifiler Human results (Table 1). At 28 cycles a full DNA profile
was obtained down to -130 pg for 9947A and down to -60 pg at 29 cycles based on the

Quantifiler Human results.
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Table ,. IdentifiJer Plus sensitivity study data summary The inpuu outlined in red represent the optimal range
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Conclusions

The detection limit for full DNA profiles is -300 pg. Partial DNA profiles were observed down
to the minimal input tested (-50 pg). The optimal input range is between 1.5 ng and 2.0 ng of
total DNA. Profiles in this-range demonstrated the most desirable peak heights and peak height
ratios.
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SDPD Forensic Science Section - Forensic Biology Unit

Validation of the AmpFlSTR@ Identifiler@ Plus peR Amplification Kit from Applied

Biosystems

Stutter Study

Purpose
The goal of this study is to evaluate the levels of n-4 stutter that are observed with the
AmpFISTR® Identifiler® Plus peR Amplification Kit (ID Plus).

Malerials and Method..

Twenty employee reference samples were amplified at quantities within the optimal input range
for 28 cycles using ID Plus. Capillary electrophoresis was performed and the resultant data was
analyzed in GMlD-X with a detection threshold of 1 RFU and the marker specific stutter ratio
filters turned off. The employee reference samples were chosen in effort to maximize allele
variation.

Resulls and Discussion

Summary statistics were generated for the experimentally derived stutter percentages (Table 1).
The amount of stutter is marker dependent as well as allele dependent (Figures 1 to IS). Larger
alleles typically exhibit the highest stutter peaks. The only stutter observed above the GMID-X
marker specific stutter ratio filter was for a 16.2 allele at Dl9S433 (Figure 16).

Tablt I: Summary sbtistics for tht Idtntililer Plus stulter study.

STUDER PERCENTAGE
LOCUS

Std. Dev. Avg.+3S.D.Minimum Maximum Average GMID-X
D8 2.48 8.44 5.81 1.28 9.66 10.32

D21 4.20 9.11 6.58 1.24 10.29 10.67
D7 1.95 7.63 4.94 LSD 9.46 9.69
CSF 2.18 7.43 4.93 1.09 8.19 9.20
D3 5.14 11.34 7.39 1.3S 11.43 12.27

THO1 1.07 3.77 2.14 0.76 4.44 4.08
DB 1.52 8.46 4.83 1.S9 9.S9 9.93
D16 2.31 7.78 5.51 1.37 9.64 10.39
D2 4.09 10.87 7.37 1.30 11.28 12.44

D19 4.58 12.14 6.64 1.62 11.51 11.21
vWA 2.19 10.56 6.70 1.88 12.33 12.45
TPOX 1.56 5.24 3.15 1.02 6.21 6.38
D18 2.96 11.76 7.66 2.17 14.18 13.68
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Figure 16: The 15.2 allele is elevaled stutler from (he 16.2 allde at D19. The slutler is 12.14% and the G~lID-X filter is 11.21"-•.

Conclusions

The GeneMapper ID-X pre-defined marker specific stutter ratios are capable of filtering out the

vast majority of observed n-4 stutter peaks without being excessively high. As expected a stutter

peak may occasionally exceed the filter by a small percentage, however, this occurrence is fare
and these peaks can be manually edited if there is sufficient evidence suggesting that the peak is

truly stutter.
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SDPD Forensic Science Section - Forensic Biology Unit

Validation of the AmpFlSTR@Identifilerl!>PlusPeRAmplificationKitfromApplied
Biosystems

Peak Height Study

Purpose
The goal of this study is to evaluate the inter and intra-locus balance by examining peak heights
and peak height ratios observed with the AmpFlSTR@ Identifiler® Plus PCR Amplification Kit
(ID Plus).

Materials and Methods

Optimal Range

Twenty employee reference samples were amplified at quantities within the optimal DNA input

range (-1.5 to 2.0 ng) for 28 cycles using ID Plus. Capillary electrophoresis was performed with
triplicate injections and the resultant data was analyzed in GMID-X.

Sub-Optimal Range

Three employee reference samples were amplified at multiple quantities below the optimal DNA

input range (-200,400, 600, and 800 pg) for 28 cycles using fD Plus. Capillary electrophoresis
was performed and the resultant data was analyzed in GMID-X.

Results and Discussion

Optimal Range
The total average peak height ratio for samples in the optimal DNA input range was 88.0%

(Figure 1 and Table 1). The average peak height ratio did not vary substantially between loci or

dye channels. The minimum peak height ratio observed was 61.3%, however, more than 84% of

all peak height ratios observed were greater than 80%. Additionally, the number of repeat units

between sister alleles at heterozygous loci did not appear to have much of an impact on the peak

height ratio between those alleles.
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PEAK HEIGHT RATIOS
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locus and dye channel.

Table I· Summary stat~<liC$tahlefor peak heighl ratio/peak height study of ,ampln amplififd within the optimal DNA input range ",ith ID Plus
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Peak height balance between loci has been greatly improved with the Identifiler Plus kit when
compared to Identifiler (Figures 2 and 3). The blue (6-FAM) and green (VIC) dye channels are
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still somewhat more robust than the yellow (NED) and red (PET) dye channels. Peak heights at
the smaller loci are also somewhat more robust than those at larger loci with the ID Plus kit.

Although the former trend was believed to also be true for the Identifiler kit, Figure 2 suggests

that this is not the case by demonstrating that peak heights were less closely linked to locus size.
The overall average peak height per allele with ID Plus was 1,014 RFU for samples amplified
within the optimal DNA input range.
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Sub-Optimal Range

Samples amplified with quantities below the optimal DNA input range demonstrate more peak

height imbalance than those within the optimal range (Table 2). While the majority of peak

height ratios observed were still greater than 60%, there were a number of ratios observed below

this. The lower the input DNA amount the greater the imbalance became. One heterozygous

locus demonstrated a peak height ratio of as low as 28.8% when only 203 pg of input DNA was

amplified (Figure 4).

T~ble 2: Summ~ry statistics tabltc for Pfcaklleif,llt ratios of ulllpies alllplified bfclow tile optilllal DNA input range witb 10 Plus
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Conclusions
Samples amplified within the optimal DNA input range with ID Plus demonstrated good inter
and intra-locus balance. Robust samples can be expected to routinely generate peak height ratios

of greater than 80% with imbalance occasionally reaching as low as 60%. The previously
determined optimal DNA input range of -1.5 to 2.0 ng has been verified to be appropriate since
samples within this range produced peak heights of-I ,000 RFU per allele on average. As
expected, samples amplified with DNA input amounts below this range will begin to show more

imbalance. As input amounts approach the stochastic range peak height ratios of less than 30%
may be observed, therefore, low level samples should be interpreted with caution. Peak height
ratios in these low level samples were further explored by correlating the peak height ratio with
the height of the tallest peak for all single source samples from the ID Plus validation (Table 3

and Figure 5).

Tablt 3: Ptak htight ratios separated by the height of the tallest peak for all singlt souret httero:tygotes from the ID Plus validation.

Max. PH Min. Ratio Max. Ratio Avg. Ratio Std. Dev.

0-100 33.33 100.00 71.94 16.81

100-200 22.16 100.00 66.97 18.92

200-300 21.29 99.52 68.89 20.64

300-400 21.50 96.53 73.93 20.11

400-500 49.21 99.56 83.61 12.41

500-600 52.88 100.00 87.15 10.83

600-700 57.72 98.23 88.25 8.25

700-800 62.91 100.00 89.35 8.52

800-900 48.30 99.77 86.52 9.12

900-1000 66.73 99.59 86.91 8.04

1000+ 63.32 99.93 88.10 7.40
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PEAK HEIGHT RATIO V5. PEAK HEIGHT OF TALLEST ALLELE
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., 80.00
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~...• 40.00'"~ "_1>"••~ 20.00
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Peak Height of Tallest Allele (RFU)

Hgure S: Plot of puk hdght ratio venus height of taUnt allele for all single source hClerozygotes from the ID PhlS validation. Samples
willt peal.; heights greater than 2000 RFU arc not shown.
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SDPD Forensic Science Section - Forensic Biology Unit

Validation of the AmpFtsTRiII Identifilerli} Plus peR Amplification Kit from Applied
Biosystems

Concordance Study

Purpose

The goal of this study is to verify that DNA typing results obtained with the AmpFLSTR@
Identifiler@Plus peR Amplification Kit (ID Plus) are concordant with those obtained with the
Identifiler kit.

Materials and Methods

Twenty employee reference samples were amplified at quantities within the optimal input range
for 28 cycles using ID Plus. Capillary electrophoresis was perfonned and the resultant data was
analyzed in GMID-X. The employee reference samples were previously amplified and typed
using Identifiler. The results of the two kits were compared.

Results and Discussion

The genotypes obtained following ID Plus amplification of twenty employee reference samples
were 100% concordant with the genotypes previously obtained using Identifiler. A total of584
concordant alleles were observed.

Conclusions

DNA typing results obtained using ID Plus are fully concordant with those obtained using
Identifiler. This confinns the expected results due to the fact that ID Plus uses the same primer
sequences as the earlier generation Identifiler kit.
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SDPD Forensic Science Section - Forensic Biology Unit

Validation of the AmpFtSTR@Identifiler@ Plus peR Amplification Kit from Applied

Biosystems

Stochastic Study

Purpose
The goal of this study is to determine the appropriate stochastic threshold for the AmpFLSTR@
Identifiler~ Plus PCR Amplification Kit (ill Plus) and evaluate profiles in the stochastic range.

Materials and Methods

Six employee reference samples were amplified for 28 cycles using ID Plus at multiple low level
D A inputs (-50, 90, and 140 pg) in an effOl1lO generate profiles that straddle the 30 RFU
detection threshold. Capillary electrophoresis was performed with triplicate injections and the
resultant data was analyzed in GMID-X using both a 30 RFU and 10 RFU detection threshold.

Results and Discussion

When allelic dropout was observed at known heterozygous loci with a 30 RFU detection
threshold the average height of the single detected peak was -<i0 RFU (Table 1).
Approx.imately 5% of the time the detected peak reached 100 RFU or more. The tallest peak
detected was 177 RFU when there was known to be allelic dropout of the sister peak (Figure 1).

Tlb~ 1: Summlry or 11I~lk dropoul diU ul;Ji£;nlt both 1)(1 RFU and 10 RFU detection lbreohold.
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FIgure 1: The 7 allele at THOI wlIb a (H'ak helghl of 177 RFlI was Ibe lallos' (H'ak obsen'eIl for WhlOb lhe known sISler allele was btlo'" 30 RflJ.

The data was also analyzed with a 10 RFU detection threshold because data less than 10 RFU is

not expected to be visually discernible from baseline noise. When this was done there were

multiple instances where a single allele peak would be detected with a peak height greater than

30 RFU and the known sister peak was less than 10 RFU and therefore visually indistinguishable

from the baseline. The tallest peak observed with the sister allele below 10 RFU was 100 RFU

(Figure 2).

1

"" '" ". '" '" '"·00

,,-
-

00·

..
20- /- . -'o·~ . • A . • ' .......~....- -~

" 25 allele is indistinguishable".
from baseline noise

FIgure 2: I be 18 allel. at D2S1338 Wlt~ a poak ~elght of 100 RFU was lhe tallest peak obsen'ed for wbleh Ibe known .'ster allele ..as below 10 RFlJ.

Peak height ratios were also calculated for heterozygous loci where both alleles were above the

30 RFU detection threshold in order to further investigate the behavior of samples within the
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stochastic range (Table 2). Samples at this low level demonstrated peak height ratios of greater

than 60% nearly 70% of the time. A peak height ratio of as low as 21.3% was observed (Figure

3).

Table 2, Peak beigbt ratio data. (rom the ID Plus .tocbaslic .rudy.

SUmmary of peak
heighl ratio results

from the Identifller

Plus stochilstic study
at 30 RFU_

Ratio "200-30 1.86
30-40 4.81
4().SO 11.14,0-6. 13.46
60-70 11.40
7().$. 17.81
1l().90 22.04

90-100 11.37

Total 10.
MIN 21.29
MAX 100.00

AVG 68.90

STO DEV ]8.07

hgUN: l. Pnk heJgbl rallOS as low as 213 Yo "eN: ob...rved (or .amples In the ID Plus stochutlc study.

'" ,~ ". '" ,,, '"
2"0·

I-
200-

.
,w-
120-

-
w·

<0

- ....0

r;;~ r::J
I PH Ratio - 21.3% I.

The DNA profiles generated with the 30 RFU detection threshold were examined for

completeness in order to supplement the previously completed Sensitivity Study (Table 3). Full
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profiles were obtained at ~140 pg in half of the samples. Partial profiles were obtained at ~90 pg
and -50 pg.

Table J: Alleles dCfecrcd arc pu§cnfed for compari~on 10 Ihe upectcd number of allclcs Obtained during rhc ID PI"" SlOd"'.!iI;c study

Summary of sensitivity results from the ldentifiler Plus stochastic stud\, ot 30 RFU.

Sample Tar~et (pg) QH Ing) QD Ingl ["Pected lnj. '1 Inj. M2 Inj.4l3 InJ. #4
50 0.051 0.043 9 • • n/.

" gO 0.090 0.076 29 20 11 20 n/.
140 0.n9 0.117 26 21 26 26
50 0.048 0.D39 19 19 17 n/.

41 90 0.090 0_074 27 23 23 23 n/.
140 0.138 0_113 27 27 27 n/.
50 O.OSO 0.044 17 1. 13 n/.

4. 90 0.090 0.079 28 27 27 25 n/.
,.0 0.143 0.126 2. 25 23 n/.
50 O.osa 0.055 1. 1. 1. n/.

52 90 0.087 0.097 29 19 19 20 n/.
"0 0.141 0.156 29 29 29 n!.
50 0.051 0.051 • • 8 n!•

67 90 0.089 0.090 27 17 1. 1. n/.
140 0.140 0.141 25 2. 2. n/a
50 0.049 O.OlB 19 19 19 n/a

80 90 0.090 0.144 2. 24 2. 2. n/.
140 0.139 0.222 2. 2. 2. n/.

Conclusions
A stochastic threshold of 200 RFU is suitable for use with ID Plus. A single allele detected
above 200 RFU in an apparent single source profile can reliably be considered a homozygote. If
a single allele is detected between 30 and 200 RFU then it is possible the sister allele of a
heterozygote has dropped below the detection threshold.

The absence of visual evidence ofan allele peak below the 30 RFU threshold (so-called "blips")

is not sufficient to assume that no data is missing. Analysts should not attempt to look below the
detection threshold due to the unreliability of this low level data.

Conclusions from the previously completed Peak Height and Sensitivity Studies are upheld by

the data generated in this Stochastic Study.
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SOPD Forensic Science Section - Forensic Biology Unit

Validation of the AmpFtSTR@Identifiler@ Plus peR Amplification Kit from Applied

Biosystems

Mixture Study

Purpose

The goal of this study is to evaluate simple and complex D A mixtures in order to determine the
appropriate parameters for interpreting mixtures resulting from amplification with the
AmpFLSTR"' Identifiler" Plus peR Amplification Kit (ID Plus).

Materials and Methods

Two, three, and four person DNA mixtures were created by combining employee reference
samples in various ratios (Table I). Robust mixtures as well as low level mixtures were created.
The mixtures were amplified for 28 cycles using In Plus followed by capillary electrophoresis
and the resultant data was analyzed in GMID-X.

Tablr I: lH$ription or samples used in lbr lD Plus mixturr study.

Two Pewn Mbcl:,.e

Rallo
8:1

5:1

2:1
1:1

'"1:5

1:8

"'10
~U'H 1:S3.3

70:20:10
6O')0:!C1

50:40:10

5O'3{I:20

45:45:10

40:40:20

Tar et
16r .200
1-5 :300

l.2n :600
'JCO :900
6oo;lg:1.2

300 :1.5n

200 :1_6n

Three PerKrl Mxt\M"e...
600p 600 -600

lAn -400 -200
1.2n..{iOO -200;)

Uln..soo -200

l.on -l500 -4ll0
'JOO ·!IOO ·lOOp

8001' SOO -400

....
." .>0
WO '60

200 :100
100 ;100

100 :2ooPfl

" >0,
SO J4oo:ll!.

.......,.
100 ·100 ·100
)~O ·l00p ·50

lOOp ·lSOp ·50

~O ·2GO ·50

250 ·150 ·100

225 ·225 ·50
100 -100 ·50

70p .70 ·50

300 ·100 ·100
100PIl-50!>il·511pg

200P.'!·:150 ·lSOM

...."".100 ·100 ·100p 100
loOO ·100 5C ·50

250 ·10 ·IOC ·SO
!.SOp ·50 ·5 -~O

200 ·10 -100 100

400 ~ ·lX ·50
350 .!5 ·200 lee

20 ·200 SC -5

350 -~.2!>C -!>C
1!>C '15~IOC lOt

lSO:lll-1.5ClM:·I5C -5C

7GOp -700 ·6(lOp
l.2n -400 -400

l.ong-5oo Pll-SOCpS

800p!<"600Pl<·6C0..,.

Four Person MlflUret
Tarllet

~O ·500 -SOC ·500
1.21". -4OC ·200 ·200

1-0r. -400 -400 ·200
1M ·200 ·200 ·200
stl -4OC -40C -.400

stlO ..sOC -)CO ·100
it ·-71X -40C ·200

SCO 4l1Xl -2CO ·200
1M ·7~ -!>CC -lOll

6GC ~OC -40C --uxl

6Cll~ll...{iOC :lI!.-6CC:X!-2OO:ll!

35:;5:30

60:20:20
50:15.25

4O:3,UO

IUti<> 1"1
25;25:2525
60;20:10:10

511".20:20:10
70:10:10:10
40:20:20:20

40:41H5;5

35.i5 20:10
40-.40:10:10

35:35:25:5

l0:3C":1C".20

30:30:30.10
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Results and Discussion
The previously determined stochastic threshold of200 RFU (see "Stochastic Study") was
evaluated to detennine if any unique (without stacking) detected alleles at known heterozygous
loci in mixtures ever exceeded this threshold. The tallest such peak was determined to be 192

RFU (Figure 1). The mixture data was also evaluated to determine the height of the tallest
unique peak. for which the sister allele is indistinguishable from the baseline (Figure 2).

~ - ~ - ~. '!~ .~- - ... - - ... - ... - ... - ... ... ... ... - ... -.

9. 12

j
8,11

\

77RFU_ ll

192 RFU
Figurt I: Tht 12 llldt is 192 RFU lnd Iht siSltr 9 alltlt has dropptd btlow Iht dtltction thrUhold.

'\
6.93

...."'_..-.--~.... ' __....--.;: ·ft

,
Figun 2: Tht 6 llltit is n RFU llld Iht sister 9.3 llldt is indistiogllisbablt rrom Iht baKline.
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The mixture guidelines currently in place with respect to designating minor alleles were assessed
for applicability to the ID Plus mixture data. The rules for detennining balance (one locus with 5
alleles above 33.3% of the tallest peak and/or 3 loci with 4 alleles within 50% of the tallest peak
denote balance in the mixture between at least two contributors) and for designating minor

alleles (less than 1/3 the height of the tallest peak at a locus for unbalanced mixtures and less
than 10% of the total RFU at a locus for balanced mixtures) proved to be applicable to mixture
data from ID Plus. However, these guidelines breakdown for low level samples. This is
demonstrated by the fact that for low level single source samples peak height ratios can be less
than 33% (Figure 3); therefore, the 1/3 method loses interpretational significance for these
samples. A peak height ratio of less than 33% was observed when peak heights reached as high
as 307 RFU.

PEAK HEIGHT RATIO vs. PEAK HEIGHT OF TALLEST ALLELE

....

L0.00

60.00 '

20.00

80.00

a 300 600 900 1200 1500 1800

Peak Height of Tallest Allele (RFU)

Figure 3: Peak heighl ratio versus height of tallest allele for all single source heteror.ygotes from the In Plus validation. Samples with
peak heights grtaler than 2000 RFU are nOI shown.

The mixtures were evaluated to detennine if percent contribution remains constant across a
profile for individual contributors. In general it was shown that percent contribution does remain
fairly constant across a profile (see figures labeled 2-1 thru 3-11 at the end of this document).
There is some deviation as expected, however, it is never so extreme as to have an individual
appear to be a minor contributor at some loci and switch to a major contributor at others.
Because of the complicating factors inherent in DNA mixtures (stutter, stacking, peak height
imbalance, etc.) it is difficult to assess percent contribution at all markers. Percent contribution
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can only be assessed where unique alleles are present and sometimes there are complications
even here. This type of analysis requires assumptions with respect to peak height ratios which
can be impossible to achieve (Figure 4).

,.

A: 13, 14
,~ 8: 15

C: 12, 14

,. ,. ,. ,. ,.

Figur~ 4: El~ctropherogram of the 1l8S1179 locus of a Ihree ptrson mixlur~where lh~ known contributor g~notypesar~ displayed in the
upptr left COTnU. Th~ 14 all~l~ is not tall enough 10 satisfy the neeessar)' assumptions about peak height balance.

Conclusions
Following the release of the SWGDAM guidelines in 2009 a mixture study was performed at the
SDPD using the Identifiler kit (see "Summary of the SDPD Mixture Study"). The ID Plus
mixture study sought 10 recreate this work with the addition of low level mixtures. For robust
mixtures the findings and conclusions of the Identifiler mixture study have proven to also apply
to mixture data generated using ID Plus. As the Identifiler mixture guidelines largely rely on

peak height ratios within a locus it is not surprising that these b'1lidelines also hold for ID Plus as
both kits have demonstrated similar levels of balance within a locus.

The addition of low level mixtures elucidated the fact that minor alleles cannot be reliably
predicted for such samples. Single source samples had peak height ratios of less than 33% when
the tallest peak was as high as 307 RFU. Therefore, a threshold of350 RFU will be set below
which minor alleles will not be designated.

The mixture study also shows that an individual's percent contribution to a mixture will tend to
remain fairly consistent throughout the entire profile. However, there will be some minor
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variation even for robust and pristine mixtures. This variation may be effected by the nature of

evidentiary profiles which often display degradation that may have a greater impact on some

contributors than others. Confounding factors such as stutter, stacking, and assumptions about

peak height ratios can make it difficult to assess an individual's percent contribution at certain

markers. However, in general one can expect percent contribution to remain fairly constant

thereby supporting the validity of the theory behind the "Total RFU" model for evaluating the

possibility of allelic drop out for a given contributor (i.e. the loci where the total RFU is higher

than the total RFU of the strongest locus where the individual drops out can be relied upon for

statistical purposes).

Additionally, this study confirms that the previously determined 200 RFU stochastic threshold is

also applicable to DNA mixtures.
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SDPD Forensic Science Section - Forensic Biology Unit

Validation of the AmpFlSTR@Identifiler@PluspeRAmplificationKitfrom Applied

Biosystems

Challenged Samples Study

Purpose

The goal of this study is to demonstrate the utility of the AmpFlSTR@ Identifiler® Plus PCR
Amplification Kit (ID Plus) on challenging adjudicated casework and mock casework samples.

Materials and Methods

Seven challenging adjudicated casework and mock casework samples were previously amplified

and analyzed using the Identifiler and Minifiler amplification kits (Table 1). The DNA extracts

were amplified for 28 cycles using ID Plus. Capillary electrophoresis was performed and the

resultant data was analyzed in GMID-X.

Table I' Dcs<;ripf(l(l (If 'amplcs p:;cd for lite Challe(l~cd S.amplcs SIPdy• , .
Sample Description

AC Known sample spiked with cola (potential PCR inhibitor).

P 1(50) Known sample spiked with Pepsi (PCR inhibitor).

84b Bloodstain from a t-shirt in a 1977 homicide (inhibited and degraded).

27 Reference hair sample from a decomposed homicide victim.

(2-1) Bone sample (degraded).

(2-2) Bone sample (degraded).

(3-1 ) Bone sample from a 1992 helicopter crash (degraded).

Results and Discussion

Table 2 presents the DNA typing results obtained using Minifiler, Identifiler, and ID Plus for
comparison. For five of the seven samples (samples P_1(50), 84b, 27, (2-1), and (2-2)) more

genetic information was obtained with 1D Plus when compared to the Identifiler results. In one

of the remaining two (sample (3-1)), 10 Plus resulted in three fewer alleles (16) detected than

ldentifiler (19). Only five alleles were obtained for sample AC with ID Plus, even though a full

profile was obtained with Identifiler (there was only a small amount of DNA extract remaining

and it was dark brown in color, so it is possible that these results reflect the quality of the

remaining extract as much or more so than the capabilities of ID Plus).
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A comparison of the electTopherograms for sample 27 generated from the Identifiler, Minifiler,

and ID Plus analyses demonstrates the superior quality of the ill Plus profile (Figures 1,2, and

3).
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SDPD Forensic Science Section - Forensic Biology Unit

Validation oftbe AmpFLSTR@ldentifiler@Plus peR Amplification Kit from Applied

Biosystems

Contamination Assessment Study

Purpose

The goal of this study is to verify that contamination is not a concern for samples amplified with
the AmpFlSTR* Identifiler" Plus peR Amplification Kit (ill Plus).

Materials and Methods

Over the course of the validation a total of 191 samples have been amplified for either 28 or 29
cycles using ID Plus. Founeen of these samples were amplification blanks containing only TE
buffer. The remaining 177 samples were either from known sources (9947A positive control and
employee reference samples) or previously analyzed with the Identifiler kit (adjudicated
casework samples).

Results and Discussion

No DNA types were detected in any of the 14 TE amplification blanks.

One sample had a single extra peak detected during the lncreased Injection Time Study. The
peak was not detected when the sample was originally injected for only 5 seconds during the
Stochastic Study. However, the extra peak was called in one of the 7 second injections and both
of the 10 second injections (Figure 1). Upon further inspection of the 5 second injections the
peak was visible but not called. The peak does not appear to be an anifacl. There are no other
extra peaks called in the sample. The extra peak corresponds to a known allele for all of the
other samples in this run; therefore, sample to sample contamination is a possibility.
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."igLlrr 1: All. uln peak (33.2 alldr II D21S11) W2S lklrcltd ill. onr or Ibr samples <67.fH_90pg). So 7, aDd 10 srcoDd injrcrions shown.
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No extraneous 0 A was detected in any of the remaining 176 samples containing amplified

DNA.

Conclusions
A single extraneous peak was observed with increased injection time of one sample in this

validation. Upon further inspection of the 5 second injections this peak was visible but not

detected. 1bis contamination event appears to be sample specific and not a systematic problem.

Contamination is not an inherent problem associated with the ID Plus kit. Each new lot # of ID
Plus kits received into the laboratory will have a quality control ("QC") run perfonncd prior to
use in casework. This QC and the TE amplification blank included in each amplification will
serve as ongoing verification that the components of the ID Plus kits do not exhibit inherent
contamination.
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SDPD Forensic Science Section - Forensic Biology Unit

Validation of the AmpFtSTR Identifiler@ Plus peR Amplification Kit from Applied

Biosystems

Reproducibility Study

Purpose

The goal of this study is to verify that the results obtained from samples amplified with the
AmpFlSTR@Identifiler@Plus peR Amplification Kit (ID Plus) are reproducible.

Materials and Methods

Over the course of the validation a total of 177 samples containing DNA have been amplified for
either 28 or 29 cycles using ID Plus. Included in each amplification was at least one 9947A
positive control. The same 20 employee reference samples were used throughout the validation,
therefore, many of these samples were amplified multiple times.

Results and Discussion

The results from the 9947A positive control were consistent between each amplification with the
ID Plus kit and were consistent with the known profile published by the manufacturer.
Replicates of the same employee reference sample produced concordant results between multiple
ID Plus amplifications and with previously obtained ldentiftler results.

Conclusions

Results obtained with ID Plus are reproducible.
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SDPD Forensic Science Section - Forensic Biology Unit

Validation of the AmpFt8TR@ Identifilcr@Plus peR Amplification Kit from Applied

Biosystems

Precision Study

Purpose

The goal of this study is to evaluate the sizing precision of data generated from samples
amplified with the AmpFlSTR® Identifiler® Plus peR Amplification Kit (ID Plus).

Materials and Methods

The 250 base pair (bp) peak of the OS500 internal size standard shows variability between
samples. To evaluate the extent of this variability the 250 bp peaks from 62 samples and
controls from the Mixture Study were compared.

Results and Discussion

An overlay view of the 250 bp peaks for the 62 samples visually illustrates the small amount of
variability between samples (Figure 1). The very small standard deviation of 0.0427 further
demonstrates the precision of the results (Table 1).

-

Figurt 1: Eleclropherogram showing an overlay view of Ihe 250 bp GS500 peaks for 62 samples.
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o escription Size (bpI

Minimum 246.11
Maximum 246.32

Average 246.25

Standard Deviation 0.0427

Conclusions
Precision is more closely associated with the capillary electrophoresis instrument than the DNA
typing kit. With this in mind, the results obtained following JD Plus amplification demonstrated
acceptable levels of precision.
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